
How do we price tours properly and for profit when required? 

Some bank clubs may not be using a sophisticated enough pricing worksheet to ensure the bank does 

not lose money and to price for a profit (for those whose mission includes profitable travel).   
Therefore, HCI has developed the following guidelines for proper pricing of day trips, regional trips and 
extended tours. 

Existing Conditions: 

Travel’s place in club purpose is divers in our members: 

Nearly all of our bank clubs look at travel in the same way.  It is the “crown jewel” of the club’s 

programming as it forges stronger bonds (in a relatively short time) than any other social or financial 

programs the club offers to create the strongest relationship with the bank’s customers.  At the same 

time, our bank clubs account for travel primarily in 3 different ways: 

1. A Marketing Expense – these banks have decided that the travel program does not need to be

profitable or even to account for the bank club director expenses.  It is simply a service of the

bank to provide a great travel opportunity for their customers to build the relationship.  These

banks generally expect the travel program to break even on a cash basis and do not concern

themselves with covering the bank costs outside of the trip costs for the club director and other

trip associated costs.

2. A Cost-Neutral Program – these banks have decided that the travel program needs to be priced

in such a way that the bank costs associated with marketing the program – club director time,

advertising, marketing initiatives such as travel shows and so on – must be covered by the net

income after all travel costs are covered.  These banks to not generally expect to “profit” from

the trip to add to the revenue budget of the bank club.

3. A Profit Center – these banks have decided that the travel program needs to be priced for profit

so that all travel and associated marketing and payroll expenses are covered as well as an

additional net-profit, which goes to the bank club revenue stream and helps offset other

programs that are operated on a net-loss basis.  By the end of the year, these banks hope the

overall club will not be an expense to the bank, but are trying to break-even or even show a

net-profit in the club after all programs and marketing are accounted for.
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Current pricing methods: 

Many of our bank clubs are using a calculator and a piece of paper to work out the pricing on a trip, 

whether it is a day trip, a regional multi-day trip or an extended trip bought from one of our PTOs or 

Niche Travel Partners.  They are using similar “manual” systems to manage the passenger accounting 

and determining profit and loss at the end of a trip.  Some of our banks use an excel spreadsheet style 

of pricing so that the calculations are built into the pricing and they don’t have to rely on a calculator.  

Very few if any use a travel software program to manage their travel in a single place with all passenger 

accounting, itinerary planning and trip reconciliation easily cross-referenced.  Most of the current 

pricing methods attempt to include some of the complex aspects of pricing including understanding 

fixed cost variables (i.e. a motorcoach) vs. per person costs (i.e. meals).  Some of this is done 

successfully with the common manual worksheets being used currently.  However, the most complex 

pricing issues are often unaccounted for or overlooked with these manual systems 

New Best Practices Pricing Worksheet: 

Complex pricing issues: 

This new Best Practices Pricing Worksheet accounts for the most complex aspects of pricing including: 

1. Accurate price based on any number of travelers

2. Accounting for all comps given by travel suppliers

3. Determining bus driver accounting

4. Refunds

5. Tipping

6. Pricings in all occupancy categories from Single to Quad occupancy

7. Including club director costs and any other marketing costs the club is required to include

8. Marking-up trips by a variable percent or variable dollar amount

9. Accounting for all things not included in a PTO price so the final price will be accurate

10. And other subtle pricing issues often not considered in manual pricing

Organizing all trip accounting: 

It is very useful to have the basic accounting information for any given trip in the same place so that 

you can toggle back and forth in one document to find the key data you need to do proper accounting. 

To that end the new Best Practices Pricing Worksheet includes tabs for: 

1. Passenger payment record

2. Rooming Lists

3. Air Manifests

4. Trip pricing

a. Day Trip

b. Regional Multi-day Trips

c. PTO Operated Trips

5. Profit & Loss

Concluding Notes 

HCI has attempted to provide a system for pricing and managing the accounting of our bank club trips 

in this new Best Practices Pricing Worksheet.  It will be demonstrated at the conference, on future 

webinars and available to download on the website.  We look forward to suggestions that will improve 

on this Pricing Worksheet. 

Thank you for considering ways to improve your trip pricing practices! 




